Analysis of CRISPR-induced mutations at targeted loci can be achieved by PCR amplification followed by massively parallel sequencing. We developed a novel 
artifacts.
When DSBs are repaired in living cells, micro-homology mediated deletions are more frequent than random ones [8] . The CRISPRpic algorithm can correctively classify mutations harboring micro-homology sequences. By manual examination, we found that alignment-based methods often incorrectly classified the sequences with microhomology. When micro-homology sequences are present at the border of a mutagenic window, deletions at multiple locations often generate a single sequence. Mutation calling can be ambiguous as their possible multiple alignment and aligning programs generally select one of these possibilities (Fig. 4c) . Biased alignment of sequence with micro-homology also showed inaccurate distribution of the overall deletion pattern by position (Fig. 4d) . However, CRISPRpic integrates these possibilities into one deletion entity while preserving multiple deletion position information, successfully explaining the higher frequency of a deletion that can be derived from multiple positions. Therefore, CRISPRpic is robust with micro-homology and precisely presents all possibilities for each deletion in contrast to alignment-based methods which show positional bias in deletion calling.
Ultrafast analysis of mutations by CRISPRpic
In addition to the precision of mutation calling, CRISPRpic showed drastically decreased analysis time, compared to alignment-based methods (>1,000-fold, Figure   5a ). Indeed, CRISPRpic is designed to perform simple counting and k-mer searching rather than multiple calculations, thus not requiring a high-performance computing environment. Therefore, CRISPRpic can analyze 20 million reads in only one minute on a personal lap-top computer, whereas CRISPResso could not complete the analysis within 2 days (Fig 5b) .
Discussion and Conclusions
Induction of mutations at target loci is one of the most common applications of CRISPR, but analysis of the mutation spectrum by sequence alignment has multiple limitations, including incomplete or erroneous calling of variants requirement for a highperformance computing resource. Although large numbers of researchers need to analyze CRISPR-induced mutations, a precise and fast method for analysis has not been developed so far. CRISPRpic is based on exact-matching and logical decisions, which provides precise and ultrafast analysis of mutations in CRISPR experiments.
We note that there are two cases where CRISPRpic is not able to classify (which is classified as NA) and one case where it classifies incorrectly. From our analysis of amplicon sequencing data across 10 loci, we observed only one case as a source of NA; all k-mers either upstream or downstream were not found within the amplicons.
This can happen a when large deletion left less than k nucleotides at either end or less than (k  2) long nucleotides with some other mutation events. In the analysis of 20 targets, 16 loci did not have any NA and only one locus showed a maximum of 0.04% NA. Sequences labeled as NA were eliminated from initial calculation of indel frequency. CRISPRpic is, in fact, designed to classify an additional case into NA, in which of i or j index is larger than w but [i index > w and i index -i shift-count < w] or [j index > w and j index -j shift-count] is less than w. This is the case where it is very challenging to decide clearly whether mutations are within DBS or not. We did not observe this case in the 21 targeted sites we analyzed to develop CRISPRpic.
We found only one type of sequence from the HPRT1-4 locus which was incorrectly classified. CRISPRpic called a given set of reads as a complex deletion, but manual examination showed a deletion rather than complex deletion. This incorrect classification occurred because the locus contains an AT-repeat sequence that is longer than the k-mers in the upstream sequence. In this case, CRISPRpic skipped several non-unique k-mers due to AT repeats resulting in i is not zero followed by classification into a complex deletion. For cases like this, in which the target locus contains repetitive sequences, we recommend that users provide a longer k-mer length as an input parameter. From the analysis conducted in this study, we recommend sequencing 10 3 to 10 4 sequencing reads per target locus to accurately evaluate the efficiency of CRISPR. For allele-based quantitative analysis, we recommend sequencing 10 6 to 10 7 total reads depending on the mutation frequency (Fig. 3) .
Recently, it was reported that CRISR can induce large deletions over several kilobases [14] . When surveying long range mutations, longer PCR combined with sequencing errors can cause false alignment-based calls followed by incorrect mutation calling. CRISPRpic is exceptional at distinguishing variants not induced by CRISPR, which will make CRISPRpic a standard method for analysis of CRISPR-induced mutations for any type of amplicons.
CRISPRpic is precise and robust with sequence context, thus will provide a clear picture of Cas9 induced mutations in CRISPR-based experiments. CRISPRpic is also ultrafast, so enables researchers to analyze the large size of sequences data from CRISPR-based genome editing, which is not feasible by any other tools.
Methods

Detailed algorithm of CRISPRpic
Step1: Building hash tables for exact matching CRISPRpic builds a hash table representing all of the sequences with all possible mutations encompassing the target site of DBS in the reference sequence, which is the expected amplicon. This target site, or the CRISPR mutagenic site, is determined by the window size (w, default = 3) defined by users. Therefore, the mutagenic site encompasses the breakpoint with 3 nucleotides on both sides, leading to a total 6 nucleotides with the breakpoint in the middle (Fig. 1a) . We consider only mutations within this mutagenic site as CRISPR-induced mutations. All other mutations (which tend to be PCR artifacts or sequencing errors) are not considered as mutations induced by Cas9.
First, all possible deletions encompassing the mutagenic window and with different sizes are generated (Fig. 1a) . Some deletions at different positions can be identical when short, common sequence motifs (i.e. micro-homology regions) are present in the reference sequence. In this case, we treat them as single deletion event with multiple alignment positions (Fig. 4d) . Second, the hash table includes single nucleotide substitutions, deletions, and insertions at all positions of the reference sequence (Fig. 1a) . Only substitutions, deletions, and insertions within the defined CRISPR mutagenic window are classified as mutations while all other outside changes are classified as "unmodified".
Step 2: Building two sets of k-mer indices for pattern searching Some portion of amplicons cannot be matched to one of sequences in the hash table by exact matching when they have unknown variants not induced by endonuclease. To classify them, we employ pattern searching using a k-mer "index" (default length of k is 8). The program generates a set of k-mer indices from the middle breakpoint and tiles upstream in 1 nucleotide increments (Fig. 1a) . Therefore, the order of indices represents the distance from the breakpoint. For example, the first index among the upstream set is located at the right at the breakpoint while second index locates the one nucleotide upstream of breakpoint. Next, we examine the unique representation of each k-mer index among all k-mer indices. If a k-mer appears more than once, we skip this kmer index for pattern searching given there is a possibility of a false positive.
If the outside index is originated from inside the window by skipping, then classification is challenging. We keep all indices within the mutagenic window to facilitate the analysis. Thus, we increase the length of the k-mer by one nucleotide until all indices within the mutagenic window are unique. For instance, all three k-mer indices must be unique among all indices in upstream set when the size of mutagenic window is 3. We build the downstream set of k-mer indices in the same way.
Step 3: Identifying and selecting amplicons
The input data for CRISPRpic are single reads in FASTQ formats that originate from PCR amplicons. The paired-end reads can be converted to single-end reads by a program called FLASH. We process only those reads per the following criteria: they contain either one of two adaptor sequences; both the first and last eight nucleotides of the reference sequence are present after removing adaptor sequences. Based on this processing, we determine the individual amplicon reads with their fractions among the total data set.
Step 4: Classifying amplicon read sequences First, we examine if all distinctive amplicons are identical to one of the virtual mutant sequences and the reference sequence in the hash table. If they are matched, they will be characterized by the classification in the hash table. Second, all reads not identical to one of sequences in hash table will be classified by pattern searching (Fig. 1a) . The classification is determined by the following 5 variables with the given mutagenic window size: and j index -j shift-count]. This step is take because for this specific case, mutation identification is a challenge. Otherwise, we classify reads by rules depicted in logical flow chart (see below) using the following three numbers: i (= i index -i shift-count), j (= j index -j shift-count) and n.
Step 5: Variant classification We describe how these parameters are used for identifying a variant using the parameters as described (Fig. 1b and Fig. 2) . Each case is considered as follows: i) Reads are classified as reference "wildtype" and not CRISPR-modified When i, j and n equal zero. Described simply, the first k-mer in both upstream and downstream were found and there is nothing between these two k-mer in amplicon. This also means 16 nucleotides centered at the breakpoint (i.e. the targeted mutagenic site) are identical to the reference sequence. These sequences are not matched to one of all possible mutated sequences because of unknown variants somewhere outside of mutagenic window of amplicon.
ii) Reads are classified as an insertion When i and j equal zero, but n is larger than zero. This happens when some sequences are inserted at the breakpoint. In this case, first upstream and downstream k-mers will be found, but there will be remaining sequence between two indices (n > 0) in amplicon due to insertion.
iii) Read are classified as a deletion
When n equals zero, but i or j is not equal to zero. This indicates some sequences are deleted at the breakpoint. For example, 2nd upstream k-mer and 4th downstream k-mer will be found when 1 and 3 nucleotides are deleted from upstream and downstream of breakpoint respectively. However, there will be no remaining sequence between two kmer on amplicon. Finally, there are complicated cases that m > 0 and n >0, where m = i + j. The classification is determined by the rules in the logic flow chart.
iv) For complex variants that do not fall in the aforementioned categories on the first analysis pass
We compare the expected distance (m) of two found k-mer in the reference sequence with the length of remaining sequence (n). There are three possibility between m and n; i) n > m, ii) n = m, and iii) n < m. 
Calculating the frequency of deletions at all position in the amplicon
Multiple deletion events at different position of the reference sequence results in same sequence when there are "micro-homology" sequences at the junction of deletion (Fig.   4c) . The micro-homology refers to a short sequence motif that appears repeatedly, thus providing multiple alignments to the reference sequence. We use the count of this deletion sequence for each position by dividing by total number of multiple alignments that contain the position. For instance, we observed a deletion sequence 100 times that derived from five different alignments of deletions. All positions deleted in all five alignments are counted 100 times as well. However, the deletion at the most upstream can occur in only one alignment, so it was counted only 20 times (= 100/5).
These deletions as counted though micro-homology motifs tend to be more prevalent than a random deletion that occurs because of sequencing artifact. We use 
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